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10354. Hill (Jacqueline): Whitley Stokes senior (1763–1845) and his political, religious and cultural milieux.

On the grandfather of W. S.

10355. Ó Dochartaigh (Pól): ‘A shadowy but important figure’: Rudolf Thomas Siegfried.


10359. Fomin (Maxim): The Sanskrit legacy of Whitley Stokes.


10361. Maier (Bernhard): Comparative philology and mythology: the letters of Whitley Stokes to Adalbert Kuhn.


10366. Parsons (Geraldine): Whitley Stokes, Standish Hayes O’Grady and Aemullam na senóraich.


10367. Ó Muraile (Nollaig): Whitley Stokes and Modern Irish.


Appendix 1: The book of John Mandeville, a catalogue of Gaelic words at the time of its translation by Finghin Ó Mathghamhna, 1475 (with corroborative details from annals and genealogies); Appendix 2: Portion of text of Expugnatio as edited by Stokes (1905) (and then in normalized orthography).